Relaxation kinetics of cytochrome P450 reductase: internal electron transfer is limited by conformational change and regulated by coenzyme binding.
The kinetics of internal electron transfer in human cytochrome P450 reductase have been studied using temperature-jump relaxation spectroscopy. Temperature perturbation of CPR reduced at the two-electron level with NADPH yields biphasic absorption transients at 450 and 600 nm. The observed rate, 1/tau, for the fast phase is 2200 +/- 300 s(-1). The absence of this phase in fluorescence transients and in absorption transients collected with dithionite-reduced enzyme indicates this phase does not report on electron/hydride transfer and is consistent with its origin in local conformational change in the vicinity of the FAD isoalloxazine ring. The slow phase (1/tau = 55 +/- 2 s(-1)) observed in the absorption transients obtained with CPR reduced at the two-electron level with NADPH reports on internal electron transfer: FAD(sq)-FMN(sq) --> FAD(ox)-FMN(hq). The observed rate of this transient is slower (1/tau = 11 +/- 0.5 s(-1)) in CPR reduced to the two-electron level by dithionite rather than NADPH, demonstrating that coenzyme binding has an important influence on the observed rate of internal electron transfer. Temperature perturbation experiments with CPR reduced with 10-fold molar excess of NADPH produce monophasic absorption transients (1/tau = 20 +/- 0.2 s(-1)) reporting on internal electron transfer: FAD(sq)-FMN(hq) --> FAD(hq)-FMN(sq). The observed rate constants for electron transfer are substantially less than those expected from analysis of CPR by electron-transfer theory (approximately 10(10) s(-1)). Potential gating mechanisms have been investigated using the temperature-jump method. Observed rates for electron transfer were unaffected in experiments performed in deuterated solvent, indicating that deprotonation does not gate the reaction. Introduction of glycerol into the sample significantly decreased the observed rate for internal electron transfer, suggesting conformational gating of the reaction. Replacement of Trp-676 with His-676 reduces approximately 2-fold the observed rate of internal electron transfer in two-electron-reduced enzyme, whereas the observed rate for FAD(sq)-FMN(hq) --> FAD(hq)-FMN(sq) transfer is increased approximately 13-fold in the W676H mutant reduced with a 10-fold molar excess of NADPH. The studies reveal altered redox properties of the FAD in W676H CPR. The data are discussed in the context of previous stopped-flow studies of human CPR and the X-ray crystallographic structure of rat CPR.